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The Immigration Paradox has proven to be a powerful visual tool that provides a comprehensive 
understanding on the root-causes of mass migration, creates critical thinking and insightful dialogue. 

“This is something that I think everybody needs to see because it does make you think about where poverty comes from, 
where immigration comes from, where do our laws stem from and what we need to do to change them and I think this is 

 Immigration Lawyer

The Immigration Paradox is a feature length documentary that exposes the missing information to the immigration 
issue by interviewing an array of people from various backgrounds, which include economics, sociology, philosophy, 
history, policy, and activism. This documentary takes a critical and in depth look at one of the most divisive issues in 

human global history -- immigration.  

“I attended a lecture that you presented on ASU’s campus in early October and I wanted to thank you. You see, 
professors require that students attend lectures as part of their class grade, and I as a rule usually come away 

from these lectures extremely disappointed. Your presentation and truly critical approach to your research into 

breath of freshair from the usual propaganda-esque lectures that have become accustomed to. ” -ASU Student

 understand the connections between immigration, labor, economics, foreign policy, race, and class. It was very 
eye-opening and informative, and they really fostered some amazing discussion!! 

We loved it- thanks again!”- Field Director 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2S-A8jgToA8Tn_50k7kOMGHINcOHd3NA
or go to www.TIPMovie.com

We look forward in working with you to bring more awareness and unity through education 
to one of the most divisive issues of our lifetime.

To get pricing or book a lecture and screening, contact me today!

In Unity,

Lourdes Lee Vasquez
LourdesLeeVasquez@gmail.com | 602.512.5498

www.TIPMovie.com

We can work together to bring more awareness and unity to one of the most divisive issues of our lifetime. 
Join others in o�ering a screening and a lecture for your school or organization.


